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EDITORIAL
THE NEW AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
PHILIP B. KURLAND
Professor of Law, The University of Chicago
University campuses have been the scene of many disturbances, and, in some instances, the com-
mission of criminal offenses by groups of students. An objective analysis of the problem and the far-
reaching effects of these occurrences warrants the attention of the readers of this Journal. We herewith
present, in the form of an editorial, a reproduction of an address upon that subject by a highly re-
spected law professor. It was presented before the Quarter-Annual Meeting of the Chicago Bar
Association on January 23, 1970.
The Journal invites the submission of responsible responses to what follows.
For a snapshot-not a full blown portrait--of
the new American University, I offer an item from
a recent issue of the New York Times. The dateline
is West Berlin, Germany.
"Twenty-eight professors of the Free University
of West Berlin went on strike today in protest
against what they described as 'student terror.'
They called a one-week halt to all lectures and
other university work.
"The strike dosed the entire department of
economic and social sciences. It followed a series
of disruptions at the lectures of Professor Bernard
Bellinger, an economist whom radical student
groups have charged with spreading the doctrine
of capitalism.
"When the groups disrupted Professor Bel-
linger's classes again this morning, he walked out
and 27 colleagues followed. Last night they had
threatened to do so in the case of new harassment.
"Caught between the students and the faculty,
was Roll Kreibich, the University's new 31-year
old president, who had pledged to seek reforms.
Both sides charged the president, in office since
November, with having failed to take action to
avert the confrontation.
"In an emergency session this afternoon, Mr.
Kreibich declared that he was opposed to the
practices of the students, but he urged the faculty
to meet some student demands, such as appoint-
ing as 'tutor' a left-wing representive chosen by
the students. Professor Bellinger and the other
faculty members said that they would resist such
a move."
These events in Germany do not reveal a new
phenomenon there. For it was probably the parents
of these very students who so effectively engaged
in these very same tactics toward similar goals in
the 1930's. But for American universities, this is a
relatively new practice. You must not be deluded
by the silence or apathy of the press into a belief
that this can't happen here. Similar student be-
havior, similarly motivated, has recently occurred
at Columbia, at Yale, at Harvard, and even at
The University of Chicago. (It was just the other
day that a so-called "moderate" student leader
congratulated faculty representatives at one of
these universities because the students hadn't
brought guns with them to assist their otherwise
limited persuasive capacities.)
A certain mythology has developed about the
new student movement that is the catalyst in the
transformation of American universities, a my-
thology that derives essentially from the sap that
so readily pours forth at commencement exercises.
Some of it is classic and can be traced back through
commencement speeches for generations past.
And, as with most myths, there is an element of
truth in it.
We are told that this, i.e., the current student
generation, is the best informed group of students
that we have ever known. But it's a generation
with lots of new scientific data and almost no
knowledge of history. It is an amnesic generation.
And to the extent that they are better informed,
it is through information provided them by their
predecessors. As has been noted before, even a
pygmy can see farther than a giant-if he is stand-
ing on the giant's shoulders.
It is said that this is the student generation
whose morality is somehow higher than those
who preceded it, because it is a sincere group.
Indeed, sincerity is suggested to be adequate
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excuse for any misconduct they may indulge. But
there are precedents here, too. Theirs is the
morality and sincerity that have typified all the
zealots that have come before them. Theirs is the
morality, for example, of the Spanish Inquisition
that sincerely sought to save the souls of men,
even if it had to send them to Hell by fire in the
course of making the effort toward reform. It is
a morality that justifies its admittedly miserable
means by its allegedly enlightened ends. The fact
is that this student generation is not a righteous
group, only a self-righteous one.
Finally, the myth has it, that the recalcitrants
among the students are only a small number of
the student population. And this, too, is true, if
the only ones to be counted are those active in
using force to impose their wills. But if one looks
to the numbers who are either sympathetic to or
apathetic about such behavior, the proportion is
very high indeed. One looks in vain for student
opposition to the destructive activities of their
colleagues. For the fact is that a very large number
of students are in sympathy with the goals of the
so-called student movement.
It is, perhaps, also necessary to say that there
are many legitimate complaints to be made about
the workings of American universities, legitimate
in the sense that they reveal the failure of universi-
ties to seek their announced objectives. It is true
that many professors--frequently those most vocal
on behalf of the student movement-don't have
time for teaching students. It is true that founda-
tion and government grants have skewed faculty
research so that, in many instances, they repre-
sent choices not by individual professors but by
those who control the purse strings. It is true that
much university education is irrelevant, not only
to the students' aims, but even to the classically
professed goals of a university. It is true that
universities either require or permit an inordinate
amount of time to be spent by students at school
in order to earn a license to practice a trade or
profession. It is true that universities have been
unduly tolerant of faculty and student mediocrity.
But these defects are not the ones at which student
reform is directed. And, indeed, to the extent that
universities are moving to correct these deficiencies,
the student movement affords a barrier and not
an aid.
Nor should the blame for the students' excesses
be placed solely at the feet of the students. For
university faculties are, like the students, either
sympathetic to, acquiescent in, or apathetic
about such student behavior and its consequences.
The first objective of the new university move-
ment, as I read it, is the politicization of the uni-
versity. This has both internal and external
aspects. At the highest-most abstruse--level this
means the attempt to capture the university as a
pressure group to affect national policies. At this
level, the objective is ludicrous, for it is grounded
on two absurd premises. First, that the university
is a monolith, indeed that all universities combined
are monolithic. Second, that universities are
capable of being a strong pressure group for bring-
ing about change in national policy about anything.
The effect of university pressure on national
policy is indeed immeasurable if not nonexistent.
This is not to deny that some inhabitants of the
groves of academe have individually played im-
portant political roles. It is to deny the equation
between individual faculty members and their
universities.
At a more mundane level, the new university
objective is to force the universities to utilize their
resources for social improvement in the com-
munities in which they are located: to house the
ill-housed, to feed the hungry, to provide medical,
legal, and recreational facilities to those who need
them, to provide elementary education for Miter-
ates, and so on. These are certainly worthy goals.
But even the total resources of the universities
are inadequate to these ends. Any partial commit-
ment of university resources to these goals means
that they have to be taken from the other functions
that a university performs, essentially the gather-
ing and communication of knowledge by those
best able to make the discoveries and those best
able to utilize them. Indeed, if the universities
do not die by the sword of the new university
movement, they may well disappear for lack of
financial sustenance.
The problem of internal politicization is equally
taxing on the primary functions of the university
as we have known it. The objective here is to treat
a university as if it were a governmental body
which must be democratized to be legitimized.
But the function of university governance is not
the exercise of power. The function of university
governance is the provision of services that make
it possible for scholars to research, for teachers
to teach, and for students to learn.
It used to be asserted that the trouble with
the new student generation was its belief that no
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decisions of a university or any other institution
were made on principle; that all decisions were
made in response to pressure. To disprove the
contention academics would cite the exemplary
behavior of many universities in their successful
efforts against the pressures of the late, unlamented
Senator McCarthy and his epigones to dictate
who shall be employed at what tasks in a uni-
versity. At the same time, the fact is that the
universities are now beginning to demonstrate
that the student attitude is correct, by their
response to the pressures of these students. Politi-
cization has already occurred.
Let us take a couple of current examples. For
years, the Department of Defense has supported
medical research into the cause and cure of specified
diseases. And university medical schools were
eager and willing to use the money supplied for
these purposes. Under new law, sponsored by
Senator Fulbright among others, the Department
of Defense must certify that any research moneys
that it spends are spent for projects directly con-
nected with defense goals. It is suggested now,
because the Department of Defense is prepared
to certify certain medical research in this manner,
that the universities must reject the funds because
the research is suddenly tainted. This taint means
only that many on campus would object-without
knowledge of or interest in the substance of the
research effort-because of the Defense Depart-
ment label that it bears. One would think that the
merits of the research or its proper place in a
university would remain the same whatever the
certification of the Department of Defense. When
university administrators decide that the kinds of
research it can undertake shall be determined by
consensus on campus--or even worse by consensus
among those who might otherwise make trouble,
it has abdicated to the new McCarthyism even
as it refused to surrender to the old McCarthyism.
Again, if, as has been suggested, a university
must reject research into genetic differences
between Blacks and Whites, because the product
of such research might contradict some of the
dearest values asserted by some members of the
university community, the university is proving,
not disproving, that political values are deter-
minative of the university's behavior. When these
hypotheticals become facts, the university is no
longer engaged in the search for knowledge. It is
then seeking proof only of 'the dogma of the dis-
ciples of modernity, and dogma, of course, needs
no proof. You know in your hearts when it is
right. As this pattern of pandering to loudly voiced
opinions emerges, it seems clear that the university
has already succumbed to politicization. And those
university presidents who are enjoying--accord-
ing to the New York Times-the peace that has
descended on campuses during this academic year
might recognize that it has been bought at the
price of surrender.
One part of the dogma of the new university is
its concept of egalitarianism. An "egalitarianism
[which] denies that there are inequalities in
capacity, eliminates the situations in which such
inequalities can exhibit themselves and insures
that if such differences do emerge, they will not
result in differences in status." Ljohna Grdner.]
Thus, students must be admitted without regard
to their demonstrated intellectual capacities.
Students must not be graded because this results
in invidious comparisons between those who have
performed well and those who have not. Faculty
members must be hired or retained not because
they have shown capacities for research and
teaching in a given area, but because we must
assign appropriate egalitarian quotas by sex, by
race, by political persuasions, and-in remem-
brance of things past-by religion. Moreover, the
judgment about faculty capacity is not to be made
by those knowledgeable in the field, but by stu-
dents, in terms of how they "relate" to the faculty
member-him or her or it, as the case may be.
It is this egalitarianism that bottoms the
claim of students to participate in the governance
of the university. The fact that they indicate no
knowledge of the function of university governance
is irrelevant. It is argued that when they are
admitted to the university community as students,
they have been judged competent to share in
university administration. They are, indeed, right,
if their concept of a university as an egalitarian
political institution is accurate. Only if the old-
fashioned notion were to prevail that a university
is a place exclusively for the discovery and com-
munication of knowledge by those best qualified
to perform those tasks should the student claim
for a share in university government be rejected.
The proponents of the new university are riding
a tide of egalitarianism that is sweeping before it
not only the university but many other institu-
tions. We are beyond Gertrude Stein's "a rose is a
rose is a rose". We have arrived at the point where
a dandelion is also a rose, however different
1970]
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it looks or smells. But universities have been
particularly vulnerable to the egalitarianism that
is being proffered because of the use to which
the universities' pseudo-sciences have long been
putting the science of statistics. We have come
to see the truth of Thomas Reed Powell's descrip-
tion of the new knowledge as a science in which
counters don't think and thinkers don't count. By
reducing humans and human activities to statistics,
we provide fodder for computers. By reducing
all human activities to numbers, the new men
make them fungible. They are no longer individu-
als; they are no longer human.
In his recent book, The Decline of Radicalism,
Professor Boorstin suggested the sway that the
statistical age has imposed on us. "It is no wonder
that statistics, which first secured prestige here
by a supposedly impartial utterance of stark
fact", he said, "have enlarged their dominion over
the American consciousness by becoming the most
powerful statements of the 'ought'-displacers of
moral imperatives, personal ideal, and unfulfilled
objectives". For all the ridicule heaped by them
on President Johnson, the new university men
would reduce the university community to govern-
ance by consensus.
The most obvious victims of this egalitarianism
in the university community are its notions of
individuality and excellence. Individuality and
the consequent freedoms of the indivdual are
anathema to the egalitarianism of the new uni-
versity which requires, in Learned Hand's words,
that "relations become standardized; to standard-
ize is to generalize, and to generalize is to ignore
all those authentic features which mark, and
which indeed alone create, an individual.... The
herd is regaining its ancient and evil primacy;
civilization is being reversed, for it has consisted
of exactly the opposite process of individualiza-
tion".
Excellence, too, is a quality totally inconsistent
with the egalitarian method as expounded by the
new university men. The dirtiest words in their
lexicon are "elite" and "professional". Any sugges-
tion of special capacities derived from intellect
and training is inconsistent with the new dogma.
And, under such circumstances, there surely is
no place for the old kind of university which put a
premium on high intellectual attainment and
sought to make it a goal.
Perhaps the dearest conflict between the new
and the old is to be found in the new university
men's rejection of the life of the mind, of the uses
of reason. As part punishment for my sins as an
elected member of a university faculty's consulta-
tive body, I had the dubious privilege of visiting a
building just evacuated after a sit-in by some of
the new university men. The descriptions that you
have read elsewhere-only the other day about the
building seized at M.I.T.--should suffice for any
man's taste. What I found most horrifying was
not the evidences of defecation in the offices and
halls, not the wanton destruction of equipment
and furniture, not the stench and the mess, but
the slogans painted everywhere which called-in
language somewhat more picturesque than mine-
for the destruction of "the life of the mind". For
it is here that the new university makes clear its
incompatibility with the old university.
The life of the mind is the focus of the old uni-
versity. It is only engagement in the rational test-
ing of ideas new and old that justifies the old
university's existence. In President Levi's words:
"Universities... have kept alive the tradition of
the life of the mind .... It is an approach to educa-
tion which emphasizes the magic of a disciplined
process, self-generating, self-directing, and free
from external constraints. An approach which re-
quires an independence of spirit, a voluntary
commitment. It forces the asking of questions. It
is not content with dosed systems. It is not com-
mitted to the point of view of any society. It does
not conform to the ancient and now modem notion
that education is here to carry out the ideas and
wishes of the state, the establishment, or the
community. Thus, it is opposed to the view that
education is good if properly controlled."
One of Goya's etchings bears the inscription:
"The sleep of reason brings forth monsters." In
the new university, cause and effect are reversed.
Monsters threaten to bring forth the sleep of
reason. And, as C. P. Snow said in his recent novel
with the title borrowed from Goya: "Put reason to
sleep, and all the stronger forces were let loose.
We had seen that happen in our own lifetimes. In
the world: and close to us. We knew, we couldn't
get out of knowing, that it meant a chance of hell."
And here lies the essence of the generation gap.
For the young have not seen reason put to sleep
all human activities to numbers, the new men
and more primitive forces unleashed except as im-
posed on themselves by themselves.
Whether the new university with its preference
for instinctual forces over reason, with its prefer-
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ence for egalitarianism over individuality,
excellence, and professionalism, with its preference
for political rather than intellectual objectives-
whether the new university will prevail over the
old is not yet fully determined. But the odds are
in its favor. For there are too few to stand up and
fight against the perversions that are promised.
Too few students; too few faculty; too few uni-
versity administrators. Those among them who
do not endorse the new university prefer to com-
promise with it. Once again the price of "peace in
our time" may prove exorbitant.
